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Abstract Optimization theory is applied to a coastal

engineering problem that is the design of a port. This

approach was applied to the redesign of La Turballe

port in order to increase the exploitable surface area

and simultaneously reduce the occurrence of long waves

within the port. Having defined the cost function as a

weighted function of wave amplitude and with the cho-

sen parameterization of the port, results show that an

extended jetty and a widened mole yield a unique op-

timal solution. This work demonstrates that numerical

optimization may be quick and efficient in the identi-

fication of port solutions consistent with classic engi-

neering even in the context of complex problems.
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1 Introduction

When designing a port, an extensive study should be

conducted to ensure a smooth functioning of services,

improve the experience of its users, and provide suffi-

cient protection of the port. This study on the port,

its structural components and its users should combine

different approaches such as risk identification meth-

ods and extensive surveys of the site [24,41,1,27,18],

the development of design criteria on the different com-

ponents of the harbor [37,23,39,2] and numerical and

physical simulations [43,42,40,26,13,33,9,16]. We present

a method by optimization to supplement these standard

procedures.

The term optimization in the field of coastal dynam-

ics refers to the transformation of the natural seabed

or the geometric and rheological properties of artificial

structures present in ports or at the coast and leads

to the minimization of a scalar quantity. This quantity,

named cost function and denoted J , is representative

of the state of the system and is generally associated

with certain physical quantities, such as those related

to waves or currents. Applications of optimization the-

ory to coastal dynamics already exist in literature. The

work by [20] sought to minimize the L2 norm of the

water waves free surface elevation in the design of har-

bors or offshore breakwaters and [19] and [5] used this

approach when designing coastal protection structures

while minimizing the effect of beach erosion. Other ex-

amples of optimal design of coastal structures include

[45,36,25,46,7]. Alternatively, [29], [6] and [28] used op-

timization theory as a tool in the modeling of the dy-
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namics of seabeds in shallow waters. A general presen-

tation of the methods used here can be found in [22,30,

31] and we refer to these documents for the theoreti-

cal bases of optimization theory and its applications to

coastal systems and coastal management.

It is indisputable that a model based on optimiza-

tion theory can be an invaluable tool for the devel-

opment or updating of port configurations. Ports and

harbor are generally extended to accommodate the in-

creasing number of commercial and economical activ-

ities. Ports are enlarged to increase their exploitable

surface area. This increase can be achieved with a sec-

ond objective in mind. For instance, as well as increas-

ing the surface area, one may also wish to reduce the

agitation of the water within the port by introducing

additional port protection, using jetties, breakwaters

and groins. However, the increase in exploitable surface

area may cause an increase in agitation or, conversely,

the decrease of wave agitation may cause a decrease

in surface area. Therefore, the design of a port has no

trivial solution. Additional difficulties include the large

number of geometric transformations considered in such

a study; therefore employing a classic engineering ap-

proach could be difficult and time-consuming, requiring

a large number of exploratory numerical simulations

forced by a large range of different weather and sea

conditions.

The work presented here was prompted by the desire

to further the investigation in the redesign of ports via

the introduction of optimal theory. The introduction of

optimal theory in a management port operation origi-

nates from a successful operation that consisted in the

deployment on the coast of Sète (France) of a geotube

designed by optimal theory [21].

With the intention of accompanying the engineers

with their analysis on harbor protection, we devise a

tool, based on the concept of port agitation minimiza-

tion and capable of identifying pertinent port config-

urations. This tool should in no way substitute the

classical approach to port design performed by the ex-

perts in the field but is intended to offer suggestions on

possible configurations. Oftentimes, numerical model-

ing of port configurations is costly, both in time and re-

sources, and consequently, the number of simulations is

restricted. The tool presented here offers a rapid, cost-

efficient, and user-friendly resource designed to assist

traditional approaches. This optimization model is ca-

pable of indicating optimal harbor designs in very little

time, with regards to a predetermined objective func-

tion. Modifying the objective function, forcing condi-

tions, and/or parameters surrounding the optimization

model allows users to explore different harbor config-

urations in a short span of time. The resulting port

designs can, and should, be subject to further investi-

gation so as to evaluate their effectiveness, this being

achieved using a more classical engineering approach.

This tool also allows users to give credence to their ini-

tial hypotheses and may provide unorthodox results not

necessarily envisioned by the experts.

This paper presents one such study where the fo-

cus is on the minimization of long wave energy within

La Turballe port, situated in North-Western France.

The parameters are chosen with the aim of depicting a

worst-case scenario.

We begin this paper with the hydrodynamic model

used in the minimization of port agitation. Here, we

use a variation of the Helmholtz equation applied to

a port configuration because the control of wave/wave

interactions, seiches and resonance phenomena is pre-

eminent in the design of this inner port, in so far as

gravity waves are efficiently fully dissipated at the en-

trance. Obviously, the hydrodynamic model must deal

with different forcing conditions and returns water os-

cillation amplitudes. The next section is devoted to the

concept of optimization theory applied to coastal engi-

neering, and more specifically to the extension of ports,

with the main objective to increase the exploitable sur-

face area and minimize the agitation of the water within

the port. In the third section, we apply this theory to

the practical case of La Turballe port in North-Western

France and a discussion of the long term shoreline sus-

tainability can be found in the final section.

2 Hydrodynamic model for port agitation

In order to calculate the optimal port configuration

with regards to the minimization of water oscillations

within the port, a hydrodynamic model capable of mod-

eling the relevant water level fluctuations is required.

Generally, water level in ports can be driven by tide,

very low frequency waves, infra-gravity waves, waves or

wind waves depending upon the context. Here, we know

from historical experience that classic gravity waves are

efficiently attenuated at the port entrance, but may

transfer part of their energy to the inner port in the

form of seiches and various standing low frequency waves.

In addition, the model should be able to take into ac-

count the different weather and deep sea scenarios ob-

served off the coast, as well as the absorption/reflection

characteristics of the structures within the harbour.

The model can be applied to any port verifying the

required conditions (semi-enclosed basin with a forcing

boundary and roughly constant water depth). We il-

lustrate this model on the case of the old port of La

Rochelle, as a generic port. This example was chosen
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because it illustrates the three different boundary con-

ditions we are able to consider with this model. The

realistic application that follows in section 4 doesn’t

present all the boundary conditions presented here, so

hasn’t been used as an illustration.

The model was designed with the application of La

Turballe in mind (see section 4), that is a port with

input waves arriving with no angle of incidence.

2.1 Settings

We define the domain Ω as the area occupied by water

within the port. The domain is a closed, compact sub-

domain of R2. We denote Λ the boundary of Ω, which

is be partitioned into 3 subsets (Λi, Λw, Λo). We de-

note Λi the boundary over which the incoming forcing

is present. Forcing is given in the form of wave agita-

tion at the entrance of the port, where the influx of

energy arises. We denote Λw the borders of the domain

representing the walls of the port. These walls are asso-

ciated with an absorption/reflection coefficient in order

to take into account the behavior of the waves when

they reach the solid borders of the port. Finally, we

denote Λo the boundary of Ω over which an outflux

of energy is observed. This occurs when an outlet is

present in the port, as is the case of the old port of La

Rochelle (France). The different types of boundaries of

Ω are illustrated by figure 1.

Port agitation is directly controlled by waves ap-

pearing at its entrance at Λi, and no influx of energy

is possible from the other borders; the solid structures

forming the boundary Λw are considered impassible and

no exchange of energy can cross it. Furthermore, no en-

ergy can appear from the outflux boundary Λo. As such,

the hydrodynamic model we consider is limited to the

inside of the port with local forcings at its entrance.

Some ports, and especially the one at La Turballe,

are known to be controlled by low frequency oscillations

or seiches [35] driven solely by the energy provided at

the port entrance and the geometry of the port. There-

fore a model based on the Helmholtz equations is more

suitable to describe the hydrodynamic processes within

the port than a theory based on wave propagation.

2.2 Helmholtz model

For simplicity purposes, we place ourselves in the set-

ting of linear wave theory, which provides a first order

description of the gravity waves on the surface of the

water.

Fig. 1 Top: Illustration of the domain Ω and its borders on
the old port of La Rochelle (France). The red borders de-
pict the walls of the port, characterized by absorption and
reflection. The yellow border indicates an influx of energy,
depending on outer wave conditions. The green border indi-
cates an outflux of energy, where the energy flux driven by
dynamics of the water surface exits the port domain through
the existing channel. Bottom: Numerical result of the hydro-
dynamic model applied to the La Rochelle configuration. The
plot represents the resulting total wave field a = ai+ar forced
by incoming fair-weather waves at an angle 110◦ through Λi,
and fully transformed to standing long waves within the port.

Similar to [20], we consider a surface wave to be the

sum of an incident wave and a reflected wave:

u = ui + ur (1)

The incident wave ui is simply defined by:

ui(x, t) = ai(x)e−iσt (2)

where the spatial component ai is defined by

ai(x) = amaxe
−ikx (3)

Here, σ is the wave frequency, amax is the amplitude

of the water surface oscillation for this given frequency,
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and k = k(cos(θ), sin(θ)) is a wave number vector, with

k the wave number and θ the angle of propagation of

the wave. The wave number k is calculated over the

domain using the linear dispersion equation (4). Prac-

tically, a shallow water approximation can be used as

port standing waves are of very significant wave length

with respect to mean water depth; h is water depth and

g is gravitational acceleration.

σ2 = gk tanh(kh) (4)

The reflected wave is defined by:

ur(x, t) = ar(x)e−iσt (5)

We suppose the spatial component ar of the reflected

wave satisfies the following Berkhoff equation [3]:

∇ · (CCg∇a) + σ2Cg
C
a = 0 (6)

where C and Cg are respectively the phase velocity and

the group velocity of the wave.

Assuming constant depth within the port and Cg =
1
2C (as in shallow water) and noting that C = σ

k ,

equation (6) can be simplified to yield the following

Helmholtz equation:

k2a+∆a = 0 (7)

2.3 Eigen mode and domain resonance

Solving Helmholtz equation can also be seen as look-

ing for the eigen modes of the Laplace operator in the

domain Ω under some boundary conditions:

−∆uλ = λuλ + b.c. (8)

where (λ(Ω), uλ(Ω)) are the eigen couple functions of

the domain Ω which is variable in a context of shape

optimization.

In situation where |λ(Ω)| = ||k||2, the solution of

equation (8) is an eigenmode of the Laplace operator.

Exciting therefore this mode by a relevant incoming

wave forcing will result to an infinite increase of the

wave agitation in the basin and subsequently of the

corresponding energy. We will address how to deal effi-

ciently with this issue in the optimization section.

2.4 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions need to be associated with equa-

tion (7) for the reflected wave field ar.

On forcing boundaries Λi, the total wave field is

composed solely of the incident wave field since no re-

flection occurs. This yields u = ui and therefore ar = 0

over Λi.

On solid borders Λw, a certain portion of the en-

ergy of the waves is reflected/absorbed when contact

with this boundary is made. This reflective property

is directly linked to the physical characteristics of the

boundary. In the case of vertical rigid walls, almost all

of the energy is reflected. On mild slope boundaries,

more energy is absorbed/dissipated; the reflected wave

field on these boundaries is equal to a portion of the in-

cident wave field. Over Λw, we have ur = −γui , where

γ ∈ [0, 1] is a reflection/absorption coefficient. For γ =

1, the border shows total reflection and γ = 0 the bor-

der shows total absorption. This also yields ar = −γai
over Λw.

Outlet borders have no direct influence of the wave

field within Ω, but energy can leave the domain via this

boundary. We therefore apply the homogeneous Neu-

mann boundary condition over Λo: ∇ar · n = 0, where

n is the outer unit normal and · represents the inner

product operator.

2.5 Numerical strategy

The incident wave field is calculated analytically using

(3), whereas the reflected wave field satisfies:
k2ar +∆ar = 0 over Ω

ar = 0 on Λi
ar = −γai on Λw
∇ar · n = 0 over Λo

(9)

This time-independent elliptic partial differential equa-

tion which includes Neumann and Dirichlet boundary

conditions is solved using a finite element method. This

method was chosen because it allows the use of irregular

grids with elements of different sizes and geometries, as

well as the possibility of mesh adaptation. Given that a

port may present intricate details and complex bound-

aries, a finite element method was a natural choice.

Such a finite element method requires a weak formu-

lation of the considered problem. In our case, the weak

formulation of the Helmholtz problem (9) reads:

Find ar such that∫
Ω

k2arv =

∫
Ω

∇ar∇v +

∫
Λw

γ(∇ai · n)v (10)

for all test functions v of the same nature as ar. We

use piecewise linear finite element functions to numer-

ically determine the solution of (10) over a triangular

adapted mesh.

Figure 1 illustrates the resulting field of the water

surface oscillations within the La Rochelle port with the

boundary conditions described previously and in the

case of fair weather incoming conditions. We observe

the arrival of energy over the forcing boundary Λi as
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well as the presence of bumps and nodes within the

port resulting from the interactions of wave oscillations

with the boundary walls. We also observe an output of

energy at Λo where the energy leaves the domain Ω of

the port and enters the adjoining canal.

3 Optimal design model

Using the previously described hydrodynamic model,

we consider the following optimization approach in the

design of ports based on agitation minimization.

3.1 Application to port configuration

We set ψ as the set of parameters defining the possi-

ble transformations of the port. Examples include the

dimensions of a groin, the angle of a jetty or width of

the entrance. The values of these parameters are modi-

fiable and are used to determine the optimal configura-

tion of the port with regard to the minimization of the

cost function. Given that ψ determines the shape of the

port, it is clear that the domain Ω varies in relation to

ψ. Therefore, the computational domain of the hydro-

dynamic model changes at each step of the optimization

method.

The optimization problem consists of minimizing

the global agitation of long waves within the port while

taking into account the different forcing scenarios that

can be observed. The design of the port should re-

duce long wave agitation whether in the presence of

fair weather or storms offshore. It is clear that prior-

ity should be given to the minimization of severe wave

conditions over calmer ones, since greater damage is ob-

served in stormy conditions. In this study, the frequency

of occurrence of a given wave scenario is discarded and

instead we focus on the minimization of waves of greater

amplitude. Let N be the total number of forcing sce-

narios considered in the study of the port design. We

associate each scenario with an index n ∈ {0, ..., N}.
In order to incorporate these different forcing scenar-

ios, we define the local cost functions Jn associated to

a given scenario n and combine them in a purposeful

manner to form the global function J to be minimized.

3.2 Choice of cost function

For a given forcing scenario n, we consider the following

local cost function:

Jn(ψ) =
1

K(P)

1

|Ω(ψ)|

∫
Ω(ψ)

En(ψ,x) P(x) dx (11)

where ψ is the parameterization of the port modifiable

in the search of an optimal configuration and |Ω(ψ)|
is the surface area of Ω(ψ). The quantity En(ψ,x) =
1
2ρg(an(ψ,x))2 is the total surface energy defined over

the domain Ω and associated with the forcing scenario

n and the configuration ψ of the port. Here, ρ is the

density of the water, g is the gravitational accelera-

tion and an(ψ) the amplitude of the waves calculated

over Ω(ψ) associated with the forcing scenario n and

the configuration ψ of the port. The function P, named

spatial weight function, enables us to prioritize the min-

imization of the agitation over certain preferred zones of

the port, with K(P, Ω(ψ)) =

∫
Ω(ψ)

P(x) dx. In prac-

tice, these zones are defined by traditional port engi-

neers in order to focus the minimization of agitation

in zones nearby mooring stations for boats or in which

high maritime circulation is expected. Examples of spa-

tial weight functions include P0(x) = 1, where no zone

is prioritized over another, or alternatively

P1(x, y) = exp(−A((x− xa)4 + (y − ya)4)) (12)

where a circular zone within the port is considered a

priority, the center of which is given by the coordinates

(xa, ya) and A defines its radius.

The global cost function J is a linear combination

of the local cost functions defined by (11), where the

scalar coefficients are determined by the wave energy

at the forcing boundary. Let ai(n) be the amplitude of

the incoming waves (defined on Λi) associated with the

forcing scenario n, the global cost function to be min-

imized in the search of the optimal solution is defined

as:

J (ψ) =

N∑
n=1

ai(n)Jn(ψ)

N∑
n=1

ai(n)

(13)

3.3 Numerical strategy

Figure 2 illustrates the numerical strategy put in place

in the search of the optimal port configuration. The

model explores the different port configurations allowed

by the user. For each forcing scenario, wave agitation is

calculated using the hydrodynamic model presented in

section 2. This includes calculating the incident wave

analytically and solving the Helmholtz equation with

a PDE solver for the reflected waves. The local cost

function (11) can then be determined. Once all the local

cost functions have been calculated, it is then possible

to determine the global cost function J (13). It is then
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Fig. 2 Numerical strategy applied to the search of the opti-
mal configuration of La Turballe port

possible to determine the optimal port configuration

with regards to J , which concludes the simulation.

3.4 Managing resonance

We mentioned the necessity of making sure the solution

of the Helmholtz equation is not an eigenmode of the

Laplace operator in the domain as these situations lead

to artificially high level of wave energy in the basin and

therefore the functional.

Obviously, one cannot imagine computing, at each

iteration of an optimization procedure, all the eigen-

modes of the Laplace operator for the corresponding

domain to make sure the corresponding energy level is

not artificially driven by some resonance phenomenon.

This would increase dramatically the computation time

and is thus opposite to the optimization philosophy.

An alternative method must be set to control reso-

nance efficiently. The method chosen aims to reducing

the energy of the port in the case of an energy exceed-

ing a given threshold, here 105 J , which is by far a

maximum energy that could be observed in the port.

This simple method assumes that any huge amount of

energy observed in the port must be due to numerical

resonance and therefore must be reduced to secure more

realistic results.

Resonance is not often observed in real basin be-

cause wave-wave interactions reduce the concentration

of energy on one specific frequency, preventing this sit-

uation from occurring. However, the hydrodynamical

model of this study is based on many superimposed

computations of the linear Helmholtz equation forced

by monochromatic waves, which does not account for

non-linear processes, which explains the possible high

energy levels to control.

4 Application to La Turballe port

In this section, we have applied the previous optimiza-

tion strategy to the port of La Turballe (France). The

present work accompanies a more traditional engineer-

ing approach in finding the best configuration satisfying

all parties involved. Contrarily to the port preciously

mentioned, this port doesn’t possess an outlet bound-

ary.

4.1 Presentation of the port

Situated along the Atlantic coast in the North-West of

France, the port of La Turballe is home to a wide range

of maritime activities, including the presence of a ma-

rina, numerous fishing facilities as well as a ship repair

services. With the increase of these activities and the

arrival of others, the department of Loire-Atlantique

wishes to increase the available surface area of the port.

This project accompanies the plan of introducing an off-

shore wind turbine farm, since its maintenance center is

expected to be installed at the La Turballe port. Its ex-

pansion is therefore crucial for the well-being of users of

the port. The objective of the project is to expand the

port in such a way that the agitation within the port

is reduced, thereby reducing the damages to moored

boats. The aim of this study is to alter the geometry

of the port while verifying the following conditions: the

surface area of the port must be increased and the agita-

tion of the long waves within the port must be reduced.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of La Turballe port. Left: The port in its
initial state. Right: The port with the two additional struc-
tures considered in this study: mole A and jetty B.

Usually, waves customarily arrive nearby a port with

some incidence (c.f. [44,4,32]). However, in light of the

orientation of the port of La Turballe with regard to

the mean orientation of the coast and the incoming

wave spectrum in this area, no direct waves can en-

ter the port. Furthermore, the large rounded jetty head

located at the seaward side of the port entrance reflects

any direct incoming waves. It also drives a significant

diffraction pattern of any incoming wave forcing that

result in the scattering of the wave field towards the

shore, but not in the direction of the inner port. This

claim is supported by observational data of said port.

Therefore the only source of external energy generating

port agitation is not that of the direct wave spectrum,

but the energy resulting from the transformation of a

part of the wave spectrum into low frequency oscilla-

tions at the port entrance. This is the primary reason

why the dimensioning of La Turballe is a question of low

frequency agitation, and not a problem relative to the

direct impact of oceanic waves. To handle this classic
situation in harbours, we shoaled the deep water wave

conditions towards the port entrance, calculated the en-

ergy brought by the waves at this point, and we fed our

model directly with an equivalent wave forcing repre-

sentative of such energetic conditions assuming that the

totality of energy associated with the incoming waves

is transferred by diffraction and wave spectrum trans-

formation to the port entrance.

4.2 Setting

Through classic engineering, it was established that the

best course of action was through the installation of a

jetty and a mole to produce a bottleneck effect at the

entrance of the port. As illustrated in figure 3, the jetty

extends in an east-western direction to form a basin.

The mole is attached to the existing structure occupied

by parking facilities.

The dimensions of these structures will be deter-

mined using optimization theory to ensure minimal ag-

itation within the port. However, certain constraints are

imposed in order to guarantee practical results. These

constraints include the location of the mole along the

existing wall, the dimensions of the mole, the location

of the jetty (the extremity must be fixed to the exist-

ing port and cannot be installed in waters deeper than

5.5 m) and the dimensions of the jetty. The structures

must also be sufficiently elevated to be considered im-

passable by wave overtopping. Each structure is char-

acterized by the dissipation factor γ defined in (9). In

order to investigate the most critical scenario, we con-

sider the boundaries to be fully reflective by setting

γ = 1.

The bathymetric properties within the port have

been observed to be stable, with a depth ranging be-

tween 1.5 m and 3.5 m. We therefore omit the changes

to the seabed from the optimization simulation.

In order to conduct this study, we were provided

with wave scenarios that were deemed representative of

the forcing conditions of the port. These scenarios were

given in the form of statistical data of the directional

waves (significant wave height, peak period, average di-

rection, etc... ) and did not include the probability of

occurrence of each scenario. Given the nature our study

which prioritizes the minimization of extreme weather

waves (with the introduction of the weighted global cost

function), the probability of occurrence of each scenario

is irrelevant. This data could not be used in its initial

state in the optimization process, because it was at-

tained at different depths surrounding the port. This

results in forcing scenarios that cannot be easily com-

pared. The idea is therefore to propagate the wave con-

ditions to the entrance of the port in a classic manner

and using a regional wave simulation tool, TELEMAC

[17,12]. Certain assumptions involving the nature of the

waves and the configuration of the port were made to

simplify the calculations, but have no consequences on

the results aside from a slight increase in wave agita-

tion. Since this study was conducted for a worst-case

scenario, it makes no difference if a little more energy

enters the port. This guarantees additional security on

the final port configuration.

This process ultimately provided the study with twenty-

eight different forcing scenarios, representing conditions

ranging from fair weather to severe storms. These sce-

narios are given in the form of 3 parameters: the fre-

quency, angle and amplitude of the incoming wave (f, θ, amax).

These are then plugged into the hydrodynamic model

presented in section 2, noting that ω = 2πf , to calcu-

late the wave field over the domain.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the two degrees of freedom (α and β)
used in the search of the optimal solution.

4.3 Parameterization of the port

For illustrative purposes, we present the search for the

optimal configuration of the port using two degrees of

freedom only. We define the set of parameters by ψ =

(α, β), where α represents the width added to the mole

A along the existing wall and β represents the length

of the extension of the jetty B. Figure 4 illustrates the

definitions of α and β. The choice of these parameters

originate from the expertise of classic port engineering,

and incorporates the required design constraints. The

total width of mole A must measure between 30 m and

180 m, whereas the length of the jetty must measure

between 350 m and 550 m.

The optimization problem becomes: Find ψ = (α, β)

such that J (ψ) is minimal and the following constraints

are met: 0 ≤ α ≤ 150 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 200.

Following the discussion with the industrial experts

leading the study of the redesign of La Turballe port,

it was established that the minimization of wave agita-

tion should be concentrated in the South basin of the

port. This choice is natural given the dense network of

boats and the plan to add a dock and/or wharf to this

area. Therefore, the cost function J , defined by (11),

features the spatial weighting function P1. This func-

tion, defined by (12), is illustrated in figure 5 over Ω(ψ)

for a given parameterization ψ of the port.

5 Results

In this section, we present the results of the hydrody-

namic model presented in section 2 applied to the port

of La Turballe, as well as the results of the optimization

calculations.

Fig. 5 Spatial weight function P1 defined over Ω(ψ) for a
given parameterization ψ of the La Turballe port.

Fig. 6 Oscillation of waves within the port of La Turballe, for
a given parameterization of the port. The wave field results
from forcing conditions associated with scenario n = 23 and
characterized by (f, θ, amax) = (0.0186, 1.25, 1.50).

5.1 Hydrodynamic simulations

Figure 6 illustrates the amplitude of the wave field within

the La Turballe port under moderately severe weather

conditions. We observe that the energy originates from

the forcing boundary at the entrance of the port. Crest

and troughs are observed as the waves propagate through-

out the port reacting to the solid borders and show signs

of seiche-like behavior.

5.2 Optimization simulations

The local cost function associated with forcing scenario

n = 4 is given by figure 7. Here the forcing conditions,

given by (f, θ, amax) = (0.0261, 1.47, 0.172), depict fair

weather conditions. Several local minima are observed,

which demonstrates the necessity of adopting an opti-
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Fig. 7 The local cost function J (α, β) where only one forcing
scenario is considered. There are several local minima located
at the dark purple regions of the graph.

Fig. 8 The cost function J (α, β). The optimal solution is
indicated by a cross. In this case, we have a unique global
optimum and a local minimum.

mizing program capable of detecting a global minimum.

Otherwise, problems may occur, especially if the num-

ber of design parameters is increased.

Figure 8 represents the values of the cost function

J (13) with respect to the parameters α and β. The

minimum of J is marked by a cross and is located away

from the borders. Despite the presence of several local

minima in one forcing scenario, the linear combination

of scenarios that form the global cost function leads to a

unique global minimum. This may differ depending on

the choice of parameters ψ. We deduce that the study

of the optimal solution with two degrees of freedom

provides the following result: α∗ = 90 and β∗ = 107. We

notice great variability of the solution over the α axis,

whereas over β, the function is relatively independent.

This suggests that the decrease of wave agitation within

the port is greatly influenced by dimensions of the mole

and less so by the extension of the jetty.

Fig. 9 The inner border (red) of the optimal configuration
of the port, resulting from the minimization of energy. We
observe an extended jetty and a wide mole.

The corresponding configuration is given in figure 9.

The jetty is extended by 107 m and the mole is widened

by 90 m.

5.3 Energetic state of the port

Figure 10 represents the values of the local cost func-

tion Jn with regard to the 28 different forcing scenarios

here represented on the X-axis by their reference num-

ber. Each point plotted on the figure corresponds to the

value of the function Jn calculated for a given configu-

ration of the port and a given forcing scenario n.

We therefore have a graphical representation of the

set of the values of the functional Jn for all scenarios

and all configurations explored by optimization simula-

tion. Along a vertical line (i.e. for a given forcing sce-

nario), we see the values of Jn for the scenario n, ac-

cording to the different configurations. The lowest point

corresponds to the local optimal configuration for this

forcing scenario. The red marker indicates the energy

Jn associated with the configuration (α∗, β∗) for each

of the forcing scenarios. For each of the 28 cases, this

marker is situated in the lower range of the possible

values, showing that the minimum of the global cost

function J is equivalent to the minimum of each of the

local cost functions Jn.

In each case, the optimal solution has significantly

reduced the quantity of energy within the port. Let us

take the example of scenario 4. The energy within the

port can potentially be in the order of 105 J ; this cor-

responds to a wave height of 4.5 m. The optimal con-

figuration, marked by a red point, results in an energy
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Fig. 10 Analysis of the efficiency of the global optimal solution where the parameters are limited to 2 degrees of freedom
(α;β) and forced by the 28 scenarios. The diagram represents the variation of the global cost function J with regard to the
forcing scenario and for each possible port configurations (red markers correspond to the values of J associated with each
parameterization of the port, green corresponds to the values of J associates to the global optimal solution).

of 58 J , which corresponds to a wave height of 0.12 m.

This reduction of 4.38 m in wave height demonstrates

the efficiency of the optimization model in determin-

ing the best configuration of the port. Considering that

the lowest possible energy of the port for scenario 4 is

33 J , which corresponds to a wave height of 0.082 m,

we can conclude that the optimization model provides

a quasi-optimal solution for this forcing scenario. This

reasoning can be applied to each forcing scenario, which

leads us to conclude that the optimization model pro-

vides a solution which reduces the agitation in the port

for all types of forcing conditions.

6 Discussion

Despite finding an optimal solution to reduce the agi-

tation of the water within the port whilst increasing its

exploitable surface area, the solution may be deemed

unfit if it has an undesirable effect on its environment.

A study has therefore been conducted so as to deter-

mine the morphological impact of the new configuration

on the surrounding shoreline. Depending on the results,

the optimal solution may or may not be retained.

6.1 GenCade Model

The study of the morphological effect of the newly de-

signed port was modeled by GenCade [14], a numerical

model developed by the CIRP and the Regional Sedi-

ment Management Program which combines the engi-

neering processes of GENESIS [15] and the long-term,

regional transport processes of Cascade [8].

This model simulates the evolution of the shoreline

and the transport of sand over time. Capable of incor-

porating different engineering structures, such as jet-

ties, breakwaters, and seawalls as well as other activities

such as beach nourishment, this model is often used to

determine the consequences of introducing man-made

structures to the coastal environment. Examples of this

model being applied to the study of shoreline dynamics

include [11,38,10].

6.2 Setup

GenCade was applied to an area surrounding La Tur-

balle port, covering a distance of over 5 km. Two set

of simulations were conducted in order to compare the

evolution of the shoreline with and without the jetty

and mole studied in section 4. Figure 11 shows the

two initial shoreline conditions used in the simulation.

The blue line indicates the shoreline with the newly de-

termined jetty and mole whereas the red delimits the

shoreline in its actual state. Characteristic forcing con-

ditions of the area were applied over the duration of 30

years.
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The aim of this simulation was to confirm that the

redesign of the port has little influence of the surround-

ing shoreline to the long term. We cannot compare sim-

ulation with field data since the simulations are purely

forecasts. We set the Gencade model with typical pa-

rameters for the beaches surrounding La Turballe, and

a comparison was performed with and without the port

transformation. The modeling of the long term shore-

line dynamics is relative on account of Gencade using

a purely linear formalism (Pelnard Considère equation

[34]), but does provide a trend.

6.3 Results

Figure 12 shows the results of two simulations con-

ducted by GenCade, in the area surrounding the port.

Beyond this area, no changes to the shoreline are ob-

served, arguing that the new layout of the port only

impacts the surrounding shoreline within a 150 m ra-

dius, and no long term impact can be expected. In the

vicinity of the port, two areas of discrepancy can be ob-

served. The first is located in the area where the beach

reaches the port. However, the difference between the

two configurations does not exceed 15 m over the 30-

year period. The second zone of interest is situated on

the border of the jetty exposed to the ocean waves.

Here, a difference of several meters is observed. Given

that this border is a solid wall and cannot vary over

time, the discrepancy can be explained as the result of

numerical inaccuracy against such solid boundary con-

dition. Given the results provided by GenCade, we can

conclude that redesigning the port to include a jetty

and mole does not impact the shoreline dynamics of

the surrounding area.

7 Conclusion

This work describes a full textbook case of port engi-

neering redesign by optimization theory combined with

a posteriori management of an environmental question.

The concepts and a comprehensive methodology are

presented on the very classic port of La Rochelle; then a

realistic application is performed for the redesign of La

Turballe port. The optimal solution presented in sec-

tion 4 where an elongated jetty and a widened mole is

preferred is determined by optimization theory.

The motivation behind this numerical model is not

to determine the ultimate port design, which would re-

quire extensive verification and validation procedures,

but to provide a description of a new rapid and cost

effective optimization tool, with an application to La

Turballe port. This tool was designed to accompany

classical engineering approaches and should not be the

sole component of the port design study; the Verifica-

tion and Validation (V & V) component is undeniably

required when approving a new port design. However,

this is beyond the scope of the numerical work presented

here. In this paper, we demonstrate that the rapidity

and adaptiveness of the model allows the engineers in

charge to focus on practical solutions efficiently. They

should subsequently perform a thorough V&V of the

considered port configurations.

The final redesign of the port promoted by the pro-

cedure satisfies the constraints imposed, is a good solu-

tion for any incoming forcing considered and thus delin-

eates the best solution ever. This solution is consistent

with classic engineering. Despite the calculations being

centered on the minimization of wave agitation and the

increase of exploitable surface area, the optimal solu-

tion also has the advantage of having no significant im-

pact on the surrounding shoreline dynamics. This work

demonstrates that numerical optimization may be quick

and efficient in the identification of port solutions con-

sistent with classic engineering even in the context of

complex problems.
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